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Czechoslovak Mathemutical Journal, 19 (94) 1969, Praha 

MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF TORSION-FREE RINGS 

VLASTIMIL DLAB, Canberra 

(Received December 30, 1967) 

Dedicated to Professor VLADIMIR KORINEK on ihe occasion of his seventieth birthday 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to give a brief account on a characterization of torsion-free 
rings in terms of matrix rings over division rings. In particular, the main results allow 
an immediate deduction of generalized GOLDIE and WEDDERBURN - ARTIN Theorems. 

We refer for some basic definitions and results to [3]; however, contrary to [3], 
we understand throughout this paper by a ring an associative ring not necessarily 
with unity. In accordance with [3], a ring R is said to be (left) torsion-free if no 
essential left ideal of jR is a (left) annihilator ideal of a non-zero element in R, and it 
is said to be tidy if, moreover, it contains a direct sum of its uniform left ideals which 
is essential in R. In the same sense, these terms are used for jR-modules, in particular 
for (left) ideals of i .̂ Here, an Ä-module I/ is said to be uniform if each of its non-zero 
jR-submodules is essential in U. 

In [3], for every associative ring R^ with unity, the concept of a generalized 
prime S^^ was introduced as a minimal "closed" set of (meet-)irreducible left idels. 
Alternatively, a generahzed prime is the set of all orders of elements of ^-equivalent 
uniform Я^-modules; here, two uniform i^^-modules are understood to be '^-equi
valent if they contain JR^-isomorphic non-zero JR^-submodules. Recall that one of the 
results of [3] asserts that, for every (left unital) i^^-module M and every generalized 
prime ^ S the cardinality of the set of all the summands whose elements have orders 
from ^^, in a maximal direct sum of uniform R^-submodules of M is an invariant, 
the ^^-rank r^i(M) of M. 

Here we modify the previous definitions in the following way: 

Definitioe 1.1. Two (left) uniform Я-modules Ui and U2 are said to be ^-equivalent 
if they contain non-zero JR-submodules V^ Ç U^ and V2 S t/2 which are i^-iso-
morphic. Let I/ be a uniform i^-module; the set ^u of all orders (i.e. left annihilators) 
Ojt{x) of elements x belonging to uniform jR-modules X '^-equivalent to U is said to 
be a generalized prime of R associated with U (or with the corresponding class of 
--'-equivalent uniform i^-modules). 
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Denote by П^, and Ilf, the set of all generaUzed primes of R, and the set of all 
relevant generalized primes of R, i.e. those containing left annihilators of non-zero 
elements of R, respectively. We shall see that, for a torsion-free R and every ^ e nf , 
the ^-rank г^(К) of jR is an invariant of the ring R and that, similar to the unital 
case, a division ring D^ (unique up to an isomorphism) is associated with every 

Definition 1.2. The cardinal function I defined on П^ : 

f(P) = rp(R) 

will be called the basic invariants function of R, 
The fundamental concepts of the present paper are those of essential and rigid 

embeddings; we shall see that in a torsion-free case, they, in fact, coincide. 

Definition 1.3. A triple {R\ r|, R") of rings R\ R'' and a monomorphism г| : R' -^ R'' 
is said to be an essential embedding if 

(e) JR'TJ is an essential i^'-submodule of R'\ i.e. for every 0 ф ^" e R'\ there is Q' e R' 
such that 

0 Ф (^^n) Q' e R'x] . 

(R\ T], R'') is said to be a rigid embedding if, moreover, the following condition holds: 
(r) Let Ü be the left ideal of R" generated by Ец, where L is a left ideal of R'. 

Then, for every 0 ф Я'' e L", there is Q' e R' such that 

0 Ф (^'r|) Я'' e L'li . 

If {R\r{, R") is an essential, or a rigid embedding, R'r\ is often called an essential, 
or a rigid subring of R" and R'' an essential, or a rigid extension of JR'TJ, respectively. 

The main theorem then reads 

Theorem. Let R be a tidy torsion-free ring with the basic invariants function 
f : f (^) = r^JR) for 0^ G n f ; let D^ be a division ring associated wth 0. Then R 
is isomorphic to a rigid subring of the direct product 

П M°(r^K),D^) 

of the full r^(jR) X r^^^R) finite-rows matrix rings H°(r^(jR), D^) over D^. 
On the other hand, every essential [and for that matter rigid) subring R of the 

direct product 

соей 

of the (non-zero) full c^ x c^j^ finite-rows matrix rings M'̂ (c^, D^) over a division 
ring Dgj is a tidy torsion-free ring R such that the set П^ of all relevant generalized 
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primes of R can be indexed by Q and c^ = T^_{R) for œe Q; moreover, D^^ is 

a division ring associated with 0^^^. 
Let us add a few remarks to terminology and notation of the paper. Unless specified 

otherwise, "ideal" and "module" means always "left ideal" and "left module". 
If n is an element of an jR-module iV, then the order {̂  G Я | ^n = 0} of n in R is 
denoted by 0^ф)\ thus, in particular, О^̂ (̂ ) denotes the (left) annihilator of QeR 
in jR. By DorroKs embedding of a ring JR, we understand the triple (R, *r|, *К), 
where *r| is the monomorphism of R into the ring ^R — Z x R{Z stands for the 
integers) defined by 

^ *rj = (0, f?) for every Q e R ; 

the addition in *R is component-wise and the multiplication is given by 

(^1. ^ i ) (^2, ^2) = (^1^2. ^1 X ^2 + '•2 X ^1 + ^1^2) • 

Similarly, (R,r|^» R^) is said to be a quotient embedding, if R^ is a (left classical) 
quotient ring for R and r|^ is the corresponding canonical monomorphism of Ĵ  
into R^ (see e.g. JACOBSON [7]). 

2. RIGID EMBEDDINGS 

The concept of a rigid embedding is, in fact, a concept of the module theory; here, 
we treat it only briefly in connection with our future needs. We start with a simple 
lemma which will be used repeatedly. 

Lemma 2.1. Let (R\r\, R") be an essential embedding. Then, for every g € R'\ 
there is a left essential ideal L of R' such that 

{LV^)Q^R'X\. 

Proposition 2.2. Let {R',^\,R") be an essential embedding. Then the following 
four statements are equivalent: 

(i) jR' is torsion-free. 
(ii) R'^ is torsion-free. 

. (iii) (Я',Г|, R") is rigid and R' is torsion-free. 
(iv) (-R',ri, R") is rigid and R" is torsion-free. 
Thus, if[R\r], R") is essential, then R' is torsion-free if and only if R" is torsion-

free and, moreover, {R\y\, R") is then rigid. 

Proof, (i) ~> (ii). Suppose that R" is not torsion-free. Then, there is 0 4= ^ e Я" 
such that K" = OR"(Q) is essential in R". Evidently, one can assume that g e R'ц: 

g = д'ц with g' e R\ 
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In view of our hypothesis, K' = OR>{Q') is not essential in R' and hence 

K' n R'?J = 0 with R'À' Ф 0 for a suitable X' e R\ 

However, since K" is essential in R'\ there exists a e R'^ such that 

0 Ф (т(Я'л) e R'y\ n K' = К'ц ; 

put cr(A'ri) = CJ'TI with a' e X'. Now, by Lemma 2.1, there is an essential ideal L of Я' 
such that 

{Lvi)a^R'r]: 

and thus. 

La' Ç X' n R ' r = 0 , 

a contradiction. 
(ii) -> (iv). Let L' be the ideal generated by L'rj, where L is an ideal of R'; let 

0 Ф Я" e Ü. Then, 

A" = Y 0'1{^[ц) with ö̂ ' e R' and Я; e L' . 
finite 

By Lemma 2.1, there are essential ideals L\- of i^' such that 

(L'iii)e';çi?'ii, i.e. (д.л)е';(̂ ;л)ЕЬ'11. 

Hence, LQ — Ç\ L^ is essential in R! and 
finite 

0 Ф (Ь'ол) Я'' ç L^ ; 

the vahdity of (r) follows. 
(iv) -» (iii). For, if R!' is torsion-free, then, for every 0 ф ^' e R!^ 

\P^{^)-\x\ = OJ,.{^^r^R!y\ 

. cannot be essential in R!y\ in view of (e). 
(iii) -^ (i) is trivial. 

Proposition 2.3. Let (jR',r|', K'^ and (JR", г|'', JR'") be essential embeddings. If one 
of the rings R', R" or R'" is torsion-free, then {R\ ц'г['\ R'") is an essential embedd
ing of torsion-free rings and therefore rigid. 

Proof. According to Proposition 2.2, all the rings R\ R'' and R"' are torsion-free. 
It is therefore sufficient to show that (Я',г|'г|", R"') satisfies (e). 

Let 0 Ф ^ e R'". Then, there exist subsequently Q" e R" and Q' e R' such that 

0 Ф а'{цЮ = [О'ШЪ {Я'Ю Q e R'W) with a'ER', 
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Since R' is torsion-free, there is an element Я' e R' such that 

OR.{a') n R'X' = 0 and R'À' Ф 0 . 

There is also x' e R' such that 

0 Ф т'г|' - {к'ц') [{^'Q')n'] Q" = \{к'к'а')ц''\ Q" e R'y\' with x' eR' . 

Hence, 

as required. 
The following definition will help to simplify formulations of our next results. 

Definition 2.4. Let [R\r\, R") be an (essential) embedding. Define the relation 
^ == ^(к\ц,к") between the left ideals of R' and R'\ respectively, by 

(L', Ü) e S = Ü is the left ideal of R'' generated by Ln]. 

Proposition 2.5. Let {R\r\, R") be a rigid embedding, 

(i) / / (L'^, L"^) e & for every œ e Q, then [L^ \ œ e Q} is an independent set of left 
ideals of R' if and only if {Ü^ \ œ e Q} is an independent set of left ideals of R". 

(ii) / / (if, L") e e , then L is an essential left ideal of R' if and only if Ü is an 
essential left ideal of R'\ 

(iii) / / (L'^, Ü^) e 0 for every œ e Q, then {L^ \ œ e Q} is a maximal independent 
set of left ideals of R' if and only if {Ü^ \œ e Q} is a maximal independent set of left 
ideals of R". 

(iv) If{L, Ü) e e , then L is a uniform left ideal of R' if and only if lH is a uniform 
left ideal of R". 

(v) jR' is tidy if and only if R" is tidy. 
(vi) / / (L', L") e 0 , then L is torsion-free [as an R'-module).if and only if Ü is 

torsion-free [as an R"-module). 

Proof, (i) Let {Д^ I Ш e ß} be independent and let ^ Я̂ ' = 0 be a sum of non-zero 
finite 

elements Я'/ from distinct ideals L"^.. Then, it is easy to establish by induction the 
existence of an element Q e R" (in fact, even Q e JR'TJ) such that 

^ QÀ'i = 0 , QÀ'i e L^.r\ and QÀ'I^ ф О for а suitable ÏQ » 
finite 

a contradiction of our assumption. The converse of the statement is trivial. 
Now, (ii) and (iv) is a simple consequence of (i). So is (iii); for, ( © L'^, © L''̂ ) e O. 

соей coeQ 

Furthermore, (v) combines (iii) together with (iv). Finally, (vi) follows immediately 
from (ii). For, if Ü is not torsion-free, then there is 0 Ф Я' e L' such that 0|^"(Я'г|) is, 
essential in R"; hence, 0|^.(Я') is essential in jR'. The converse is trivial. 
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Proposition 2.6. Let {R\ г|, j^") be a rigid embedding. Let (L',., L'9 e S for i = 1, 2, 
where L\ and L![ are uniform torsion-free ideals of the respective rings. Then L\ 
and L2 are ^-equivalent [as R'-modules) if and only ifL[ and L2 are ^-equivalent 
(as R"-modules). 

Proof. In view of the previous Proposition 2.5, the proof of the "if" part is of 
routine character. In order to prove the "only if" part, take Я- e L^ (/ = 1, 2) such 
that \|/ defined by 

{Q'À[) vj/ = Q'À2 fc)r every Q' e R' 

is an i^'-isomorphism of R'À[ and R'À2' Such À[ and Я2 ^^ist in accordance with our 
assumption. Now, "extend" the mapping y\f to the following mapping ф of R'\À[r\) 
onto R"{À2n): 

[я\Щ] Ф == QVI^) for every Q" e R" . 

First, Ф is an isomorphism between the underlying abelian groups; this follows form 
the fact that, for some Q'' e R'\ 

QXÀ[I]) = 0 if and only if ^"(^2Л) = 0 . 

Indeed, if д"{Л[ц) = 0, then (L'TJ) ^''(Я^Т]) = 0, where L is an essential ideal of R' 
such that (L'r|) Q" ^ R'm but, then (Ец) ^''(^2r|) = 0 because of the isomorphism \|/, 
and thus ö''(^2r|) = 0, as required. Now, it is easy to see that ф is, in fact, an R''-
isomorphism. 

In Proposition 2.6, we have established the fact that the '^-equivalence of uniform 
torsion-free ideals is stable under 0 ; this yields immediately a one-to-one correspon
dence between the respective -^ -equivalent classes of ideals or, alternatively, a one-
to-one correspondence between the respective generalized primes (Definition l . l) . 
Here, we shall formulate this result in the particular case of torsion-free rings. 

Proposition 2.7. Let (R'.iyR") be a rigid embedding of torsion-free ringe R' 
and R". Then there is a one-to-one correspondence Ф between the sets П^' and U^ 
of all relevant generalized primes of R' and R", respectively, induced by 0 , i.e. 

0>'ф=^г if and only if Le^' and Ü e^" 

exist such that (If, Ü) е в . 

Moreover, for every 0^' e I lf , 

r^.(K') = г^.ф(А''). 

Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 2.6. The statement on the ranks is 
a consequence of the results of [3]; indeed, the rings can be considered as unital 
modules over their respective Dorroh's extensions. 
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We conclude this section v/ith some results on quotient embeddings; first, notice 
(see e.g. [7]) that 

Proposition 2.8. Ä quotient embedding (i?,r|^, jR^) is always rigid. 

For the sake of future application we include also a statement slightly extending 
the fact that a direct product Ш?^ has a quotient ring if and only if all the rings i?^ 
have quotient rings. 

Proposition 2.9. Let (i^^j, rji? ^m) be quotient embeddings for œe Q denote by r̂ ^ 
the corresponding induced monomorphism of Yl ^05 ^^^o Yl ^m- Then 

cSeQ о5еП 

coeQ 

is a quotient embedding for every ring R and every monomorphism such that 
ц'ц = ц^ for a suitable monomorphism ц' :Y\Rm~^ ^' 

(äeÜ 

On the other hand, if{R, r\, Yl ^05) ^^ ^ quotient embedding, then, for each œ e Q, 
coeQ 

{R^,r[öj, M55), where ц^ is a monomorphism and î ^̂ 'Hw = Rr[ n M^, is a quotient 
embedding. 

Proof. The first part is obvious. In order to prove the second part, notice first 
that either î éô'Hw = ^05 or there is a regular element Q^ in R^ (in these sense that Q^ 
is neither a left nor a right zero divisor in R^). For, if ^ e M^ \ R^T]^, then there is 
a regular element x of R and Àe R such that 

Q = (хл)"^ {^Ц). i-e. (хц) Q = Лц. 

Hence, if ^ is regular in M^, then 1ц = А^ц^ with a regular element Я^ e R^. Further
more, for a regular element Q^ in Я^ and an arbitrary Q e M^, 

with а regular element x^ e R^^ and Я^ e R^, as required. 
Finally, let us formulate the following characterization of quotient embeddings in 

matrix rings. 

Proposition 2.10. Let M = M(/c, D) be a full к x к matrix ring over a division 
ring D. Then an essential embedding {R,y\, M) is a quotient embedding if and only 
if R is prime (or semiprime). 

Proof. For the proof of the "only if" part we refer to [7]. In order to estabhsh 
the converse assume that R is prime and notice that, in view of Lemma 2.1, we only 
need to show that every essential ideal Lof R contains a regular element /i, i.e. — since 
j,ir{ G M(/c, D) — an element /л such that Oj^(fi) = 0. 
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If this is not the case, pick up in the set {Of^[X) | Я e L} of non-zero ideals a minimal 
one 

OM(^O) for a certain ÀQG L. 

Evidently М(ЯоТ|) 4= M and hence, RÀQ is not essential in R; therefore a non-zero 
ideal U of R exists such that 

RAQHU = 0 and и ^ L. 

As a consequence, ^„(Яо) — ^ M W ^^^ every ÀeU and thus, 

OR{XO) U = 0 with [О^(Яо)] г| = 0„(Яо11) n 1̂ л + О , 

contradicting our hypothesis JR to be prime. 
The fact that R to be semiprime is sufficient for the same conclusion follows from 

the following 

Lemma 2.11. Let (-R',r|, JR'') be an essential embedding and R" be prime. Then R' 
is prime if and only if it is semiprime. 

Proof. Only the "if" part requires a proof. Let 

x'R'X' = 0 for suitable x' Ф 0 and Я' Ф 0 of i^' . 

Since R' is semiprime, R'x' Ф 0 and thus — because R is prime — 

L={R'Л')ц R\x'ц)фO. 

Hence, the intersection LQ = Ln R'r{ of the i^'-module L with R'r] is a non-zero 
ideal of i^'r|; therefore, LQ Ф 0. But, on the other hand, every element of LQ is a sum 
of products of the form 

with suitable Q\ e R' and g'- e R" (i = 1, 2), and equals therefore zero. 

3. THE UNITAL EMBEDDING 

In this section, we deal with a particular type of rigid embeddings. As before, R 
denotes a ring; notice that JR̂  = {̂  e î  | 0|^(^) = K} is a two-sided ideal of JR ~ the 
defect ideal of R. A ring R is said to be (left) defect-free if JR .̂ = 0. Thus, for example 
a ring with unity, a torsion-free ring or a semiprime ring are defect-free rings. Recall 
also the definition of a (left) faithful ring as a ring R for which QR ^ 0 whenever 
^ Ф 0. 

Although we shall be concerned mainly with defect-free rings in this section, let us 
introduce the concept of a unital embedding in general. 
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Definition 3.1. An essential embedding (JR, TJ^, R^) is said to be a (left) unital embed
ding (of i^) if 

(u) R^ has a unity ê  and is generated by Rr\^ and s^. 
From the definition, one can deduce immediately that R is commutative if and only 

if R^ is commutative and also that L is a left, right or two-sided ideal of R if and only 
if Lr|^ is a left, right, or two-sided ideal of JR ,̂ respectively. Thus, in particular, Rr\^ is 
a two-sided ideal of i^^. 

Proposition 3.2. Let R be a defect-free ring. Then there exists a unital embedding 
(R , r|^, R^) of R; moreover, it is unique in the following sense: If{R, Ц, R) is another 
unital embedding of R, then there is an isomorphism (^ : R^ -^ R such thatr{^(p = r\. 

Proof. Take Dorroh's embedding [R, *г|, *Я) and consider 

*/ = {(r, Q)e^R\r X X + XQ = ^ for all / e i^} Ç *i^ . 

Clearly, */ is a two-sided ideal of ^R and 

*/ n JR*r| = 0 ; 

in fact, */ is the greatest ideal possessing the latter property. Now denote by к the 
canonical epimorphism *Я -> R^ = *Я/*/ and define r|^ : R -» jR̂  by ri^ = *rj7i. It is 
easy to verify that {R,r\^, R^) is a unital embedding; (u) of Definition 3.1 is obvious 
and if 0 Ф (r, ^) Tc e R\ then there obviously exists Xo ̂  ^ such that 

0 + (0, Xo) {r, Q)TI = {хоЦ^) {r, Q)neRц^ , 

as required in (e) of Definition L3. 
Now, let (K , rf, R) be another unital embedding of i^; let \|/ : *i^ -^ R be the epi

morphism defined by 

(r, Q)"^ = r X 8 + дц , where e is the unity of R . 

It is easy to see that (r, Q) e Ker \|/ if and only if r x x + XÖ = 0 for all ;C e R, i.e. 
if and only if (r, g) e */. Hence, \|/ can be factored through î ^ : xj/ = тгф with an 
isomorphism ф between R^ and JR. Finally, 

т|^ф = *г|Яф = *ri\|/ — ц , 

completing the proof. 
Notice that a consequence of the preceding Proposition 3.2 states that if jR is 

a ring with unity, then (R,r|, JR) where ц is an automorphism of R, is the up-to-an-
isomorphism unique unital embedding of jR. Also, if (К, т ] \ R^) is a unital embedding 
and R is faithful, then for every 0 --^ g e R^ there is /o ^ ^ such that 0 4= g{Xo4^) ^ 
e Ri]^; thus, in this case, the unital embedding is "two-sided". 
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Proposition 3.3. Let (Я,г | \ R^) be a unital embedding. Then 

(i) R has no divisors of zero if and only if R^ has no divisors of zero. 
(ii) R is prime if and only if R^ is prime. 

(iii) R is semiprime if and only if R^ is semiprime. 

Proof. The "only if" part of (i) follows from the preceding Proposition 3.2. The 
rest of Proposition 3.3. is obvious. 

4. ENDOMORPHISM RING OF A TORSION-FREE MODULE 

Throughout this section, let R^ be a ring with unity and all jR^-modules unital. We 
start with a general result which will be later applied to torsion-free situation; since 
the proof is of a routine nature, it is omitted. Recall only the definition of a pseudo-
intersection T\^o^ of submodules iV^ of an i^^-module N (cf. [1]): 

Ç\ дг^ = {neN \пЕ ATQ, for all but a finite number of ю 's} . 
ö)6ß 

Also, let us remark that, for a (possibly infinite) index set ß , by a ß x Q matrix are 
understood here, a (not necessarily ordered) graph of a function whose domain is 
О X O; the addition and multiplication (if possible) are defined in the usual way. 

Proposition 4.1. (cf. [ l ] ) . Let N = @ N^ be a direct decomposition of an R^-
(oeQ 

module N. Then the endomorphism ring E^ = Hom^^i (iV, iV) is isomorphic to the 
ring of all Q x Q matrices (фсо'ю") ^^^^ ^^at 

(0 Фш'со" e Hom^i (iV^., N^.) 
and 

(ii) П Ker ф^.^ = N^.. 
coeQ 

The following simple lemma will be found useful on several occasions. 

Lemma 4.2. Let ф e Hom/^i (C/, V), where U is a uniform and V a torsion-free 
R^-module. Then either ф = 0 or ф is a monomorphism. 

Proof. For, if 0 Ф UQE Ker ф, then for every и eU there is an essential ideal L 
in R^ such that 

Ям e <Wo) for every XeL; 

hence, Ь(мф) = 0 which implies иф = 0, i.e. и e Ker ф, as required. 
Now, the previous Lemma 4.2 together with Proposition 4.1 provides immediately 

a proof for 
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Proposition 4.3. Let П'' be the set of all generalized primes and 

N = ®N„ 

a direct sum of torsion-free uniform injective R^-modules N^. Let 

r^i(iV) = c^i for 0^ e n ^ ' 

thus, YJ ^^1 ^ csLxd Q. Then the endomorphism ring Едг = Honii^i [N, N) is 

isomorphic to the direct product 

where M°(c^i, D^i) is the ring of all c^i x c^i finite-rows matrices over a division 
ring D^i associated with 0^^ {i.e. over the endomorphism ring of a uniform injective 
R^-module of 0^^-rank i). 

We conclude this section with a resuU which will enable us to apply Proposition 4.3 
in the proof of our Theorem. To this end, let R^ be now a torsion-free ring with unity, 
H{R^) its (in what follows fixed) injective hull and Вщк1) = Hom^^i (Я(Я^), H{R^)). 
It is well known that 

is an essential and thus, in view of Proposition 2.2, a rigid embedding; here, for 
each Q e R^, OT° ^ ^н(к^) is a (unique) extension of \|/̂  e Hom^^i (R^ jR )̂ defined by 

X^Q = XQ for every x e ^^ • 

We are going to present Еж^!) as the endomorphism ring of a direct sum. 

Proposition 4.4. Let R^ be a tidy torsion-free ring and let [U^ \ a> e Q} be a maxi
mal independent set of uniform left ideals of R^ : Let, for each COEQ, H{U^) ^ 
Ç H(R^) be an injective hull of U^. Then 

G = e H{u^) 
(oeQ 

is an {essential) fully invariant R^-submodule of H{R^) (i.e. invariant under every 
R^-endomorphism of H{R^)); thus, the rings EQ — Homi^i (G, G) and Еж^ц are 
{canonically) isomorphic. Äs a consequence, 

is a rigid embedding. 

Proof. Since every jR^-endomorphism of G can be extended to an R^-endo
morphism of H{R^), we get immediately an isomorphism (cf. [ l ] ) . 

EQ = Ещ(^[11^ Q^jl^f^p^iy Q-^ , 
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where E,-̂ ^̂ ^̂ i) .̂̂  = {ф E Ея(к1) | H{R^)(p c: G} and the two-sided ideal I|://(RI),G] = 
= {(pe E д̂̂ l̂) | G(p = 0}. There are no non-trivial i^^-endomorphisms of H{R^) 
with essential kernels (Lemma 4.2) and thus IIH(R^),G^ == 0- The fact that E,;H(RI).G] = 
= Ея(к1), i.e. that G is fully invariant in H[R^), then follows easily from the following 

Lemma 4.5. Retain the notation of Proposition 4.4. Let ф e E^ ;̂̂ !) and U a uni
form R^-submodule of the (torsion-free) hull H[R^). Then 

(i) t/ф 15 a uniform R^-submodule 
and 

(ii) I/ Ç G. 

In fact. Lemma 4.5 is a consequence of Lemma 4.2. The statement (i) follows 
readily. Furthermore, for every 0 Ф w e I/, there is a finite direct sum G° = 
= e H{U^^ Ç G such that 

finite 

0 Ф Qu e G° for a suitable Q e R^ , 

Let Ф G Hom^ji (<i/>, G°) be the extension of the (identical) embedding of <^м> into 
the (injective) G°. Then, applying Lemma 4.2 again, we deduce easily that и = ucp e 
e G, as required. 

This completes also the proof of Proposition 4.4. 

5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 

Here, we are going to combine the previous results to prove our Theorem. 
Let jR be a tidy torsion-free ring. Consider the unital embedding (jR,r|^,i^^) of 

section 3 Which, by Proposition 3.2, exists and is rigid (Proposition 2.2). Further
more, in view of Proposition 2.5, R^ is tidy and torsion-free. Also, by Proposition 2.7, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence Ф between the sets n f and n f of all relevant 
generalized primes of i^ and R^, respectively, and 

r^{R) = r^ф{R^) for all ^ e n ^ 

Now, by Propositions 4.4 and 4.3, 

{R\r\\ П MXr^.{R%D^.) 

is a rigid embedding; remark that r^i{R^) = r^i(G) for every ^^ e Ilf'. Finally, ap
plying Proposition 2.3, we get that 

{К.ц'ц^ П M V W ' Ö ^ ) 

is a rigid embedding. 
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Consider on the other hand an essential embedding 

(R.il.M) with M = ПМ°(са..ой)-

Put ß = {со = (ш, с) I CO e Й and 1 ^ с g c^^}; thus, the elements of M are ß x О ma
trices. Furthermore, denote by C^ = C(ÖJJ), сое Q, the (left minimal) uniform ideal 
of all ß X ß matrices (фсо'«") such that 

Фса'са" = Ö fo r a l l CD" Ц= CO , 

It is easy to see that two ideals C^̂ ĵ ^̂ ) and C(e52,c2) are '^-equivalent if and only if 
col = CÖ2 aïid aiso that 

По"" = {^^ I Co 6 Й} with C(^,^) G ^ ^ . 

The rest then follows from Propositions 2.2, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. The proof of Theorem 
is completed. 

For the sake of possible applications, let us formulated the following additional 
statement which can be easily verified in the course of the previous proof. 

Addendum, (i) The direct product fl 'М°(гД^)' ^^ ) ^f Theorem is an injective 
hull of the ring R. ^^^"^ 

(ii) If R = ® Leo ^^ ^ direct sum of uniform (torsion-free) left ideals, then the 

rigid embedding (Я,г|, M) of Theorem can be chosen so that 

L^Tj я Cß, for all CO e Q . 

6. SOME APPLICATIONS 

In this final section, we intend to make a few remarks with regard to consequences 
of our Theorem. 

First, referring to the notation used in the proof of Theorem, we can easily verify 
that, for each еде Q, 

Mî° = e L(^.c) £ M° = M % , D^) 

is a two-sided ideal containing any other two-sided ideal of M^. In fact, M °̂ is also 
the least left essential ideal of M°, i.e. M°° is the (left) socle of M°. Notice that 
Mâ°/^ = 0 implies д = 0 for every fi e M^. Hence, in particular, 

Proposition 6.1. For each со e Q, the ring M°(Cê5, D^) is prime. Thus, M = 
= Yl M°(c55, D ä̂) ^^ semiprime. 

coeß 
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In order to be able to describe a tidy torsion-free ring jR by means of the matrix 
ring M more closely it seems, therefore, to be quite natural to impose on R the addi
tional condition to be semiprime. 

Proposition 6.2. Let R be a semiprime tidy torsion-free ring and let 

be the rigid embedding of Theorem. 
(i) For each 0^ e П^, the subring (which is a two-sided ideal) R^ ^ R such that 

R^r[ = Rr\ n M°{r^[R), D^) is prime. 
(ii) If, for a certain 0^ e nf , гДЯ) is finite, then (Я^,г|а^, М°(гДЯ), D^)) with г|^ 

induced on R^ Ьуц is a quotient embedding. 
(iii) If, for a certain ^ G П^, Y^{R) is finite and R^ has no proper (i.e. =¥R^) 

essential ideals, then r\^ is an isomorphism of R^ and М°(гДк), D^). 

Proof, (i) Obviously, {R^, ц^, М°(гДЯ), D^)) is an essential embedding. Moreover, 
R^ is semiprime; for, if 0 Ф ^i e R^, then there exists evidently ^o ^ ^ ^ such that 
^0^1 Ф 0 and thus, ^ i^^^ i = 0 would imply Q2RQ2 = 0 with Q2 = (^0^1)'П- Hence, 
by Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 2.11, R^ is prime. 

(ii) This is a consequence of (i) and Proposition 2.10. 
(iii) In view of (ii), necessarily R^r]^ = М°(гДЯ), D^). 

Remark 6.3. It may be appropriate to remark here that the two-sided ideals R^, 0 e 
e n^ , can be defined without any reference to the embedding described in Theorem. 
Using some results of [2], we can easily deduce that there is a (unique) R-family 
(idempotant topological sets of ideals) ^ * corresponding to 0 such that R^ is just 
the set of all elements of R whose orders belong to ^ * ; we can thus refer to R^ as to 
the 0-primary part of R. Notice that v^{R) = r{R^); in particular, if R is Artinian, 
then all ^-primary parts have finite ranks. 

Proposition 6.4. (cf. GOLDIE [4], [5]). Let R be a tidy semiprime [or, prime) 
torsion-free ring such that the ranks r^[R) are finite for all 0 e П^; then 

П М(гДЯ), JD^) is the quotient ring for R (or, Ilf = {0}, r f (^) = r{R), D^ = D^ 

and М(Г(А) , Dji) is the quotient ring for R, respectively.). 
On the other hand, if Yl ^(^Й>> ^ S ) ? ^^th integers fe^ ^ 1, is the quotient ring 

cöeß 

for a ring R, then R is a tidy semiprime, torsion-free ring such that the elements 
of I lf can be indexed by Q and 

T^-{R) = k^ for every Ö5eü ; 

if, in particular, Q consists of a single element, then R is prime. 
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Proposition 6.4 is an immediate consequence of our Theorem and Proposition 6.2, 
2.9 and 2.10. Also, it is not difficult to see that if a ring R is semiprime, then the origi
nal Goldie's maximal condition for left annihilators (even when restricted to essential 
annihilators) of R implies that R is torsion-free (cf. MICHLER [8]). 

Proposition 6.5. (cf. WEDDERBURN-ARTIN Theorem). If R is a tidy semiprime ring 
which has no proper (i,e. ^R) essential ideals and whose ^-primary parts R^ are 
of finite ranks r(jR^) == k^, then 

R= и M(/<^, D^) , 

and vice versa. Thus, R is a direct product of full finite-dimensional matrix rings 
over division rings if and only if R is semiprime and every its product-indecompo
sable direct factor is Artinian. 

Again, Proposition 6.5 follows from our Theorem immediately (use Proposition 6.2 
and notice that an Artinian semiprime ring has no essential ideals and is of finite 
rank). We like to conclude the paper with a brief note that Theorem (together with 
Addendum) can also be used to derive simply Goldie's characterization of Artinian 
torsion-free generalized uniserial rings in [6]. 
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